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Where do we stand?

• Nearly ten years since 1999

 Easy and happy years: 1999-2007

 The Global Financial Crisis, still good: 2008-2009

 The Eurozone crisis: 2010 to now

Long term
bond yields
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• Euro survived intact (just about)

• Crisis revealed flaws

 Most were described in academic literature

• Not all flaws taken care of, yet



The main flaws 

• An incomplete central bank mandate

 Inflation but not financial stability

 No provision for lending in last resort

 No China wall against national interests
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The main flaws 

• An incomplete central bank mandate

• Inefficient fiscal discipline framework

 Stability Pact failed repeatedly

 No-bailout rule overruled

Article 125 of Lisbon Treaty:

1. The Union shall not be liable for or assume the commitments of central
governments, regional, local or other public authorities, other bodies governed
by public law, or public undertakings of any Member State, without prejudice
to mutual financial guarantees for the joint execution of a specific project. A
Member State shall not be liable for or assume the commitments of central
governments, regional, local or other public authorities, other bodies governed
by public law, or public undertakings of another Member State, without
prejudice to mutual financial guarantees for the joint execution of a specific
project.

1. The Union shall not be liable for or assume the commitments of central
governments, regional, local or other public authorities, other bodies governed
by public law, or public undertakings of any Member State, without prejudice
to mutual financial guarantees for the joint execution of a specific project. A
Member State shall not be liable for or assume the commitments of central
governments, regional, local or other public authorities, other bodies governed
by public law, or public undertakings of another Member State, without
prejudice to mutual financial guarantees for the joint execution of a specific
project.

Baling out of private banks



The main flaws 

• An incomplete central bank mandate

• Inefficient fiscal discipline framework

• No debt relief process

 Debt crisis not supposed to happen

 No instruments when it happened

• Creation of temporary European Financial Stability Fund

• Transformation of EFSF into permanent European Stability 
Mechanism (ESM)

• “Private sector involvement” in Greece

• Now CACs on all newly issued debt



The main flaws 

• An incomplete central bank mandate

• Inefficient fiscal discipline framework

• No debt relief process

• Bank supervision and resolution at national level

 Partly solved with Banking Union, still incomplete

• Single supervision authority (at ECB)

• College of national resolution authorities

• Single watchdog (European Systemic Risk Board)

• But no collective resolution fund
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• An incomplete central bank mandate

• Inefficient fiscal discipline framework

• No debt relief process

• Bank supervision and resolution at national level

• No crisis management procedure

 Was not supposed to happen

 European Commission sidelined

 Government(s) took it into their hands

• Continuous Summit Meetings



The main flaws 

• An incomplete central bank mandate

• Inefficient fiscal discipline framework

• No debt relief process

• Bank supervision and resolution at national level

• No crisis management procedure

• Increasing focus on structural conditions

 No economic rationale

 Use of conditionality to impose/enforce intrusive 
requirements

 Formalized in surveillance: inefficient soft power



Why the euro survived intact

• In spite of mismanagement

• Political will, wobbly at times

 Positive: it can work

 Negative: a breakup could unravel European Union

• Massive costs
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Why the euro survived intact

• In spite of mismanagement

• Political will, wobbly at times

 Positive: it can work

 Negative: a breakup could unravel European Union

• Massive costs

 Temporary costs for long-run benefits

• The ECB eventually rose to the occasion

 “Whatever it takes”: unlimited commitment

 QE

 Internal rift, formal complaint from German citizens



Is the euro safe, now?

• Not yet, still missing

 Full-fledged Banking Union

 Fiscal discipline mechanism

 Legacy debts



Is the euro safe, now?

• Not yet, still missing

 Full-fledged Banking Union

 Fiscal discipline mechanism

 Legacy debts

 Cleanup of governance (ECB, crisis management)

• Progress achieved

• Flaws on the table

 Most officially recognized

 Possible reform drive



Not needed

• Fiscal and transfer union

 Countries with reasonable debts can borrow if they pay 
back

 Existing federations provide very small transfers

• Example: US system provides 10% relief of shocks

• Shocks almost never exceed 5% of GDP

• Insurance provided: 0.5% of GDP

 Still need for crisis management and lender of last resort



Not needed

• Fiscal and transfer union

• Government of Eurozone to coordinate fiscal policies

 “Adam Smith principle” is about right



Not needed

• Fiscal and transfer union

• Government of Eurozone to coordinate fiscal policies

• Debt mutualization

 Safe eurobonds would be good for financial markets

 Moral hazard large



Conclusions

• Crisis was predictable

• Some lessons drawn

• Maybe more crises needed to deal with all flaws

• Breakup most unlikely

 Unless political upheaval


